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Information about speech disorder causes, reasons for concern and treatment, provided by Cincinnati Children's
Hospital Medical Center.

Child speech and language: speech disorders. Signs of an articulation disorder can include: Leaving off sounds
from words example: saying "coo" instead of "school" Adding sounds to words example: saying "puhlay"
instead of "play" Distorting sounds in words example: saying "thith" instead of "this" Swapping sounds in
words example: saying "wadio" instead of "radio" About phonological process disorder Phonological process
disorder is a regular pattern of certain word speech mistakes. Accessed March 1,  This means they have
trouble saying certain sounds and words past the expected age. When people start to avoid specific activities
so as not to trigger their stutter, this is a sure sign that the stutter has reached the level of a speech disorder.
Triggers often precede a stuttering episode, and SLPs can help people recognize and cope with these triggers
ahead of time. The first symptoms of this disorder appear in childhood. This is to make sure that he or she isn't
simply hearing words and sounds incorrectly. Children with developmental disabilities including autism
spectrum disorder may also have difficulties with speech and language. Selective mutism is related to
psychology. Ear device Ear devices are small electronic aids that fit inside the ear canal. This is a speech
expert who evaluates and treats children who are having problems with speech-language and communication.
If you feel that your child has a speech disorder, contact your pediatrician to discuss treatment options.
Language delay â€” the ability to understand and speak develops more slowly than is typical Language
disorders Aphasia difficulty understanding or speaking parts of language due to a brain injury or how the brain
works. Show All Speech Sound DisordersShow A child with a speech sound disorder is unable to say all of
the speech sounds in words. Word sounds may be dropped, added, distorted, or swapped. Five Common
Speech Disorders in Children You have determined that your child has more than just a speech delay, now
what? Some people with speech disorders experience nervousness, embarrassment, or depression. Speech
disorders can affect a person's self-esteem and their overall quality of life. Few outward signs are noticeable
within the first 9 months. This could be due to Not knowing the words to use. Because lisps are functional
speech disorders, SLPs can play a huge role in correcting these with results often being a complete elimination
of the lisp. Nelson Textbook of Pediatrics. A language development specialist like a speech-language
pathologistExternal will conduct a careful assessment to determine what type of problem with language or
speech the child may have. The child has an abnormal number of repetitions, hesitations, prolongations, or
blocks in the natural flow of speech. Muteness â€” Selective Mutism There are different kinds of mutism, and
here we are talking about selective mutism. If you place too much attention on the disfluency, a stuttering
pattern may develop. The earliest this fluency disorder can become apparent is when a child is learning to talk.
The National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders estimates that three million
Americans stutter, and reports that of the up-topercent of children who do stutter, three-quarters of them will
outgrow it. Treatment options can include: speech therapy exercises that focus on building familiarity with
certain words or sounds physical exercises that focus on strengthening the muscles that produce speech sounds
We discuss some of the treatment options for speech disorders below: Target selection Target selection
involves a person practicing specific sounds or words to familiarize themselves with particular speech
patterns. Tension may also be seen in the face, neck, shoulders, or fists. A big one is apraxia of speech. Most
will eventually catch up. This is called phonation. Reasons for Concern The voice is hoarse, harsh, or breathy.
Speech sound disorders include articulation disorder and phonological process disorder. Listening to music,
singing songs, and sharing nursery rhymes are also great ways to build speech and language skills while
having fun with your child. What to do if there are concerns Some children struggle with understanding and
speaking and they need help. Speech-language pathologists are often a critical voice on a team of professionals
â€” also including pediatricians, occupational therapists, neurologists, developmental specialists, and physical
therapists â€” who make an autism spectrum diagnosis. Language and speech disorders can exist together or
by themselves. At-risk infants should be referred to an audiologist for a hearing test. Because the causes of
stuttering are largely unknown the treatments are mostly behavioral. How do you determine what kind of
speech disorder your child has and more importantly, what do you do about it? Developmental language
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disorders. The child considers himself to be someone who stutters.


